T O P IC S O F I NT E R E S T

CONTACT

How to Network Early and Benefit

Tarak is a full time professional working

Accepting the Change Within

with a Private Equity fund, performing

How to Identify Skills you Don't Have

hands-on interim roles to drive complex IT

Automate Yourself and Enjoy the Time

and Operations transformation. He takes

Why Should You Multitask
How to Know 'The Rules of the Game'
Mentally Prepare Yourself to Lead
Learn to Balance Work-Life from Today

vacation days for speaking and guest
lecture assignments.
Send a brief note on how, you want to
inspire your students and staff, and expect
to hear 9-5pm M-F.

+44 7921699563
tarak.gorai@outlook.com

TARAK N. GORAI
Business Storytelling
with pause and eloquence

London, UK

One clear, Vivid point,
No loads of Data

Inspiring & Engaging
Tarak’s speaking/motivation is
characterised by practitioner based
conversation, with a particular
focus on change at multiple stages
of the company and self-growth in
career and life stages.
He offered the first course at the
School of Management Studies on
International Business Strategy to
MBA students.

He speaks at European and Indian
management colleges and corporate
training events on subjects of
technology, self and change.
In 2018, he was invited by American
University in Emirates to teach the
MBA students on Change
Management.

Brief Career History

2014-18
CEO of Skilliantech, London
2012-14
Director Client Partner, Tavant
Technologies
2011-12
Client Partner, Symphony
Services (Harman)
2010-11
Head of Business Acquisition, NIIT
Technologies
2004-10
Strategic Account Manager,
HCL Technologies
2000-04
Consultant roles with
Accenture and AstraZeneca

Tarak did his second MBA Executive
from from Saïd Business School,
University of Oxford, 2018.
He holds an MBA from Faculty of
Management Studies, India, 2002.
Tarak served as the board member
of Oxford Students Union to bring in
change and strong governance.
He has co-authored several
management case studies on change
and performance management.

Automate yourself to
Enjoy the time saved
We all wish we had few extra hours for ,
family, friends and worthy pursuits.
Time is finite in life
With smart technology, apps and tools a lot of daily
process, tasks, activities can be automated, to enjoy
the saved moments.
We learnt about scientific theory of management,
for economic efficiency and labour productivity.
Will share practical tips on how to use the theory
into personal life to plan, organise, schedule,
automate and repeat the process, for high
performance.

HOW TO NETWORK EARLY,
LIKE A PRO, TO BENEFIT

KNOW YOUR SKILLS & ONES
THAT YOU DON'T HAVE

There are few things many don't start
early, Plan for retirement and Network
early.

You are prepared for your interview questions
on strengths and weakness.

The biggest game changer in life are your
rolodex and network.
I will talk about practical ways to spend time on
consistent, qualified and dedicated network

Turn your dormant social network into
your powerhouse of networking.

Beyond interview, identify your innate strength,
likings, skills and align with your profession.
Let's talk about how to identify your dream role
and identify the skills that you need to excel,
what you don't have and how to acquire them.

As you progress in your career and life
you need to revisit your skills gaps and
hit refresh button.

